
WATER SUPPLY ANÜ SANITATION PROGRAM

IN NEPAL.

Background;

Nepal, the only Hindu Kingdom in the World, is a land of

legends, It is a .kaliedoscope filled up with natural beauties

and a curio of traditional craftsmanships. Here are the world's

highest peak Sagarmatha (Mt. Everest) and a medallion of lush

green mountains, As a matter of fact, this Himalayan Kingdom

offers a variety of subjects for tourists, trekkera, naturialists,

artists and scholars, It is the mother-land of Gautama theByddha

and has, therefore been attracting sages and saints from anci«ot

times. Its snovfed mountains, lakes, rare wildlife*, rocky gorges,

turbulent rivers and graceful waterfalls are a constant source of

attractions and inspirations.

Through out the history, the Nepalese people have shown

an unique regard ¡or national independence and sovereignty, .»

With the ueering in of democracy in 1951, they threw off a stagnant-

feudal system to embark upon the road to modernisation. Under the

active and dynamic leadership of the Crown» they have adoptad the

Partyless Democratic Panchayat System and have been striding «head

on the road to national construction. In this endeavour, they have

arrimilated new ideas and techniques without impairing their social

continuity.

Since Nepal is a peace loving nation it has bean championing

the cause of peace, freedom and progress of «11 humanity within the

framework of international understanding and cooperation. It is

sincerely pursuing a foreign policy of peace, friendship and non*

alignment as an active member of the comity of Nations,

Nepal is geographically located for 500 miles along the

Himalayas between longitudes 80° East and latitudes 26a North.

The Kingdom is the largest Himalayan state, It is roughly

rectangular in shape and has an area of 1,47,191 sq. kms. It i»

bordered by India on the west, south and east &nd by Tibet

Autonomous Region of the People's Republic of China in the north*
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The geographical setting of the country is so extreme that

its character varies from tropical Terai plains to the higha»S

peak of Sagarmatha, Mt. Everest (8.B48 matr»»).

The climatical condition of Nepal is governed by its

topographic extremities. Tropical, temperate and tundra typaa

of climate are respectively encountered in it» Terai best,,

Midlands hills and the alpine regioru Similarly Nepal can be

dividad into three natural diviaion, Tha Himalayan Region,

The Mountain Region and The Terai Region. Nepal ia a mountainous

country. This topographical feature of tha country corraaponi*

with its river system» that: ha» « north-south diractipn* Tb«#

are three main river» in Nepal - the Kaahi, the Gandaki and

the Karnali.
• • • • '•••,'', • s i
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; ' Nepal,i» dividad into fiva davalopmtnt T#gio^|tij||0*, • -

Central, West, Mid-west and Far-west. National government ifl "

according to the Darty-le»» Panch^yat Sy»t«», undar the v

of the King. Local government'is by th» elected 75 district»,

29 Town and 4 02? Village Fanchayats and assemblies.

The 1986 population of Nepal of naarly 17 million i»

projected to grow at 2.66% annually to ovar 25 million by tha y«ar

2001. The 1986 urban population ia 1,1 million and this is projected

to grow at annual rata of 7.9% to yaild a 2001 population of

3.5 million, Over half the rural population live» in many thou»an4»

of small scattered villages throughout the Mountains and Uill»!

which are accessible only on foot»

Nepal's annual rainfall i« usually in the range 1000 mm to

3000 mm, and averages about 1500 mm of which about 80% falla in tha

June to September monsoon saaaon* Thia ia out of ph,a»a with aa*»on*l

variations in the demand for watar supply, which tanda to be at

a maximum during the hot, dry month» of April and May, soma eight

months after the end of the previous monsoon aaa«on. Tha tarring

and climate.and the availability of electric power dictate
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general character of water systems: gravity spring or stream-

aourced systems on the Terai (purposed deep tubewells to piped

systems in urban and in sonia seal-urban communities, shallow

tubewells and hand pumps in rural villages)

Despite development effort begining with the termination

of the autocratic Rana r«gima in 1951 and the inception of the

first five year plan in 1956, Nepal remains one oí the world's

poorest countries with a GDP per capita of US$ 160, The average

life . expectancy has unproved but is still only 50 years. Limitad

health statistics indicate a high incidence of weterborne disease,

which is the leading cause of death in children under five.

Parasitic diseases are almost universal.

The potential health benefit of safe water supply and

sanitation is a fundamental justification for the investments.

Apart from humanitarian considerations improved health can bf

expected to increase the productivity of the workforce, reduce

medical care costs, reduce the desire for lar§# number of child?»»

enhance the environment for investment and tourism and raduce -

food requirements. Such benef^.- are difficult; to quantify in

economic terms, but are nonetheless real. The risk of major

epidemics, especially in the towns, continues* A much greater

emphasis on health and hygiene education is a key element of

strategy to realise the full benefit potential of sector endeavour.

Another benefit of water supply and sanitation is that

°* convenience; i.e. saving the tima and effort spent to collect

water. Water collection tends to be a particular burden on woman

and children. This is the benefit which is most widely perceived

by the general public and water supply projects, in particular,

are in popular demand. While important in human and,social terms,

this benefit is of doubtful importance in economic terms in a

country where rural under-employmeut is at the high level of

63%. By contrast, the economic benefits from good public health,

while difficult to measure, are widely agreed to be considerable»

• 'i
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Central fco Nepalis development goals ia the. Provision

of baile niidi to Asian Standards to «11 th* ptoplt by th» y»*r

2000. Basic needs are defined as including drinking water.

Implicit in this objective is "safe" drinking water. The tern

Asiun Standards implies "«ppropriaU" technology and "appropriate"

design standards and ¡¡appropriate" operation and maintenance

practices» • • •• •' ; ; x * Y S i & ' V ? ; ' ; • >!;:w,',:;
:

Although "Asian Standards" quita frequently tolerate

the provision of intermittent service from water systems, this ;i

does not make it "appropriate" for Ntpil or anywhara «lit* That»

is the widespread, belief in Nepal that continious service is a.

de-luxe service, not consistent with Nepal's economy and level

of development. This ÍB quite incorrect. Continous «ervice ig

essential for the health benefit, at least in urban area»* \

Moreover, continuous service is fundamentally economical operation •

and is assumed in planning and dasign. Systems will not work

property;, if they are not operationed according to the ba#ip of !

their design. In manyy if not moat, water syitwoi of Nepal, [;'%£

excessive.*, leakage and wastage preludes continuous, operation *t

this» time. The answer is leak detection an4 repain and/or n ; 1

management measure: in public education to control wastage., Such !

work- must be accorded the highest priority. . Although costs will

be high and the work will be difficult, they will be much lower

than the costs of new systems. Present leak detection and rapair

efforts should continue, but a lower effort, including specialised

personnel and equipment not now available in Nepal as well a» -
:
 '..• i • • • • • ' • • • • . ' • & ' ' . • " •

s u b s t a n t i a l , ' b u d g e t s , i s r e q u i r a d . • ' ••'•:.• ^..^vi^v^;*^••;•••..••:• • " ¿-ft-
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Thirty five years ago, only • small traction of Nipal'a

population had access to a public water system of any kind» Even
• :

among those who did, private water connections were available only

tooa very small and privileged elite, and tha remainder obtained



free water from public taps. Elsewhere, people obtained water

from springs, streams, ponds, willi, irrigation canali and mainly

on the Terai from dugwells and tubewelli.

Even by DTO (the advent of the fourth plan), only

690 thousands- (60X in urban areas) had a publicly-provided

water supply (it was about 6X of total population of 11 million).

Subsequent sector development expenditure has been increasingi

Plant Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh

,- .'•, •1970*^75. 1975 - 80 1980-85

Sector Development Budget N.Ri m 93 «a 385 m 1011 » 1310

As X all Development Budget 1 -IX ' 3.3X 4.6X

The 1985 Water Supply coverage is:

Urban Rural Total

Total population (lOQQ)

Population served

Population served %

1035 -

' 971

842

2982

m
Thus most of Nepal's accomplishments in water v , ^^, W(.fi- ?,:

been achieved in the last fifteen years. ! |fe

In addition to the physical coverage achievements, Nepal '

has developed a local manufacuring capacity in high density ||

polyethylene pip< and recently in the Bangladesh No, 6 shallow

tubewell handpump with the as-;'juanee of UNICES'.

Water Supply Sector Institutions!

The objectives are (i) Safe (ii) Reliable

(iii) Economical water supply and sanitation. ,

There are three main sector agencies I the Department of

Water Supply and Sewerage (DWSS) and Water Supply and Sewerage

Corporation (WSSC) both under the Ministry of Water Resources*

and the Ministry of Panchayat and Local Development (MPLD), which,

in addition to its own water supply programs through six separate

section, .also co-ordinates the activity of nine Integrated Rural

Development Projects (IRDPs) all of which include a water supply

component».
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To co-ordinate planning and activity under the impetus of

the UN-declared International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation

Decade 1981-90, a 'National Oroup' v*l foriwd with ripF*|f«M^$i#:
from each of these agencies and front National Planning Commission

(NFC), the Ministry of Finance (MQF) and the Ministry of Health

There has been further contribution to sector endeavour by

various external and national non-governmental organisation (NGQs),

whose activities in Nepal are co-ordinated by the Social Service

National Co-ordination Council (SSNCC). Lastly, there has been

various activities by the Local Panchayts.

The Ministry of Health has • Health Eduwtion Section (HBS)

and an Environmental Sanitation Section (ESS). A Water and fcnargy

Commission (WEC) undertakes broad policy and strategic planning

research but concentrated its endeavours in hydro-electric power

planning, in energy generally and in irrigation. •

DWSS is nominally responsible for water supply systems

serving more than 1500 people and not turned over to WSSÇ, The

organizational concept'of DWSS has, in the past, been that of an,

engineering nplan-design-process-build" organization. Official

policy is that completed systems be turned over to the local

Panchayats for operation and maintenance, but, out of 225 completed

piped water systems, thirteen have been turned pv«r to WS8C and,

twenty.to the local panchayats. Thus, DWSS operates and maintain!

the remaining 192 systems, Since 1982, DWSS han been the implementing

agency for the UNICtiF-supported rur^l shallow tubewell progft» on tb*4"

Terai in the Far-west, Mid-west MM Central Regions. DWSS'a projects

in water supply serve 46% of the population so served in Nepal and

account for 302 of the accumulated investments. Additionally, sine*

1983, DWSS has a modest on-site sanitation program in seven urban

and one rural community. But this serve only 2% of the urban population.

By Royal Directives (spring 1986) DWSS has been formally designated

as the leading sector agency and given a responsibility for sector

co-ordination and planning anda responsibility for the provision of

technical support in the sector at the District level (Decentralisation).
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WSSC was formed in July 1984 as the successor to the Water

Supply and Sewerage Board (WSSB), founded in 1973. WSSC h«t been

Che implementing agency for Cha Viret, Second and ongoing Third

IDA-assisted projects in a successively increasing number of the

larger urban communities. It now manages the water systems in

thirteen urban communities having about 80X of the urban population

of Nepal and manages the severage systems of Kathmandu-Lalitpur and

Bhaktapur. The organisational concept of WSBC if that of * financially

- viable utility organization. Unlike DWSS where reveauas f l w

to the HMG consolidated revenue fund managed by the MO?, WS8Ç

revenues flow to its own accounts, which ara maintained. ;|$ coj9|arcial

format, ' •

MPLD is essentially a Ministry of Local Government And the

senior administrative official of the Local Panchayats is an MÍLÜ

Officer. MPLD is not a technical Ministry but also there is a

technical Division in the Ministry and it has a big technical force

through out the country. MPLD has difficulty in attracting and

retaining technical staff, especially engineers. However, MPLJ)

has liv separate sections concerned with water supply ia ]NU»i*Wy .;,

and maintains a District Technical Office (DTO) at the district

head quarters, intended to support project efforts by the Pancbayats

including water supply. Five Regional Directorates (RD) were directly

involved for thi. implejnonutüm o£ UNlCgF Miíltsd üouwuñicy W»t»r
Supply and Sanitation (OWSS) projects upto 8i*th plan period and

now this responsibility is trasfered from RD to District from Seventh

Plan period (Decentraliiution), RD has the responsibility to lupport,

monitor and supervision the Districts for planning - design - procure

and construction. MPLD's nominal.pándate in water supply is system;

serving less than 1500 people uud requiring less Chan 10 km pipe,

in communities that are not a district HQ. Additionally, MPLD i«

implementing shallow tubewells on the Terai in the West end East

Regions. Since 1982, MPLD has introduced a rura^ on-site Sanitation

Programme; it is estimated this serves only 26000 people or Q.2Z of

the rural population of Nepal. Moreover, MPLD-UNICEF Water Supply
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Program includes a "Sanitation Promotion" component, which has

include demonstration .latrine units and technical assistam:* and

provision of latrines at Health Posts, Schools and other Bancnayat

building.

As regards our own effort» toward reaching tha target populatio»,

wee are already half-way through the Ten Year Flan with th* completion

of the Sixth Plan (1980-85), Th» implementation of the remainder of

programmes are being continued under the current Saventh Pita (1985-1990).

Thbc mid-decade review of the Ten Year Flan in 1985 taking into account

the 1981 sensus and the cost escalation shows considerable, «hortfall

in achievement of population coverage. Significant nuabar of target

population in rural areas will be left uncovered by the water supply

and sanitation facilities program by the year 1990 compared to th*

original Plan target,

The updated cost estimate of the T«n Y|ajp lĥ .̂ îipMijiMÍ*: .

Rs 4 598 million which is a cost hike of about 3? percent. Tht

Sixth Flan expenditures and the outlay under the Seventh Plan will

meet Rs 2 343 million, thus, leaving a gap of Rs 2 255 million

to be covered, This is currently equivalent to USf 107 KjilUen.

Friendly countries such as Canada, Federal Republic of Germany,

Japan, United Kingdom and th* United States of America have provided

financial and technical assistance. The World Sank is providing

assistance in the urban and the Asian Development Sank in the rural

«•Ur,»upply. 8i»U#r.ly UN A|«fti|| »uoh *|^*p,^Ii#i;,||§f ̂ ,H»f ;
UNCHS and EEC are other multilateral sources whole presença in the

sector is also significant» Non-governmental organization have also

contributed to the sector's development. The involvement of múltipla

sources is indeed indicative of tha case for the batter quality of

lift for the masses, . ;

For th* International D r y i n g Water Supply and Sanitation

Decade (IDWSSD), the National Group through th* Sector Agencies, jointly

prepared a Decade Flan for Water Supply and Sanitation for rural and

urban areas. The document included an analysis of th* status, «liberation

of issues, and dealt with aspects such as technology, regional
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distribution of projects, institutional arrangements, manpower

and training, financing, operation and maintenance and constraints

encountered by the agencies. The Decade Plan a U o identified projecta

and population coverage, for each Agency, for each of the two National

Plana, the Sixth Plan and the Seventh Plan, which covered th» Decade

period,

At mid-Decade, in July-August 1985, the Sector Agencie» jointly

reviewed the achivementa during the Sixth Plan, and the projected

achievements with known resource! during the Seventh Plan. The review

reveals that there will be shortfalls in population coverage in i

relation tó the original pttctategi target!, X» particular, tfai rural

water supply coverage in expected to be about 522 (by 1990) §• against

the original ' target of 67%, the urban water supply covaraga is

expected to be about 69X aa against» the original target oí 95X.

Admittedly the progresa in rural sanitation has been still far behind

the expectations.

The background provides considerable details on tht coverage

of population during .the Sixth Plan, the population coverages projected

for the Seventh Plan and the shortfall in the total target for the

Decade. This also provides detailed information in budget allocations

for the Sixth Plan and projected allocations for the Seventh Plan,

including the budget shortfalls in relation to the original Decade

Flan estimates. It may be relevant to note that, in relativa terns,

the investment support to the rutal sub-sector is considerably less

than that for the urban sub-aector.

In terms of policy, we are attempting to gradually increase the

local self-reliance at the rural project level», both in construction

and in operation and maintenance. Howaver, in the past, DWS$ has

retained major responsibility for construction, operation an4 maintenance,

particularly because of the .relatively beggar piped schewta wd»rtalcen

by DWSS and the importance of ensuring basic minimum technical atw&nU.

This strategy has to be considered aa an interim phase, pending the

development of the necessary resarces and «kill» at the Distric£j*»fd

Village lévela. The District'level project», commencing fro» the u«*t

fiscal year, wot-Id surely facilitate such developments,
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The DWSS Sanitation programme has been limited a.nd confined

to seven towns, mor* an a pilot project thin • national programme.

Tht strategy has been to provide some selected baaic it«ms M a subsidy

to interested households. For « wider national program»», there is

a need to revise the present strategy, in order to reduce the quantum

of subsidies and to expand the aoverage, with the extremely limited

funding which is available exclusively from UMG budget.

As the background document would indicate, there is still a

gap in achieving self-reliance or self-financed pp§ration and maintenance

of the town water supplies. Currently this aspect, for th» water systems

managed by the WSSC, is under active consideration with the objective of

reducing or.gradually eliminating this gap.

The current activities of WSSC on human wait* disposal are confined

to the provision of sewer systems, specially lor tbi city core arsis

having high-density of population. For a pjrogr*P»» °f wide* population

coverage, studies have been already completed for more emphasis on on-site

sanitation, based on a self-financed strategy.

Às all know Nepal has over the years evolved its own package of

what it considers its basic needs package («) Drinking water (b) Primary

education a.nd literacy (c) Physical access Cd) Primary health car»

(e) Sufficient food and fuel through better agricultura «fld forestry

programmes. On account of the mounteneous and hilly terrain, it land

locked location and its historical seclusion from the world, we have

had been encountering difficulties in operationalising an adequate

delivery system .of, this package of basic services. The decade of water

has come but we have not been yet able to launch massivo «ftf** to

provide^ potable water for all the citizen.

His Majesty's Government has given high priority and has

committed itself to the objectives of the International Drinking Water

Supply and Sanit ition Decade (19JJJ-1990). ' •'•••:'•-/.jP**;. :,•'••.;•

MPLD is responsible for overall local development activities

throughout the country. The local development! with the present condition

of the country, is taken as synonym for rural development, Rural

,:?•", - "
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.development in Nepal is possible only through active participation

of the rural people themselves• And almost all development programmes

of this Ministry include the water supply projects as a part and parcel

of the rural development package. In planning and implementing these

projects, this Ministry has always adhered to and encouraging the '

people's participation. It \» Tur belUfit-that people's involvenu.

in development activities^ very important element for sustained and

self-propelling development of che country. In water supply projects,

also, this Ministry, from the very outset has involved the local

people in planning, implementation and the operation and maintenance

of the completed projects, Under this Ministry, we are basically

implementing two types of programme related to water supply and

sanitation. The first type is the programme which deals exclusively

in only one sector like Community Water Supply and Sanitation (CWSS)

project assisted by UNICEF for water supply and sanitation program»*.

The second type is the integrated paokage of activities likeiIntegrated

Rural Development Projects, Grants-in-Aid programme, Remote Area

Development programme etc. In all these package programo» also, water

supply projects are one of the important components of these package».,

This year is earmarked as a'year of implementing 5||ii(;|»lÍMtion

Act and Regulation. The main of the Decentralization Act is to give

authority and responsibility of development planning and implementation

to the District, Village and Tpwn Panchayats in their respecriv»

jurisdiction. Along with this Act, institutional etrigthining end

improvements are being planned and carried out, A new poet of a

planning officer in all District Panchayats has already Veen created

and young trained planning officers also have been posted ÍR most of

the District Panchayat to specifically assist in formulating the

district development plans in the Districts, As per the Decentrali-

sation Act, various planning committees composed of technecr*t|,

beaurocrats and people's representatives have already sttirtfd/

functioning in all the District Panchayats. The District Panchayats

with the final approval from diatriet assembly have already subaitted

their 5 year plans and annual plans. Those plans, however, are f*r

from perfect. I would like to stress that the process of bottow-up

, . , • ; . ; , • : $ > # • •



planning has now started however imperfect it may be in the beginning.

So in water supply approved projects with technical feasibility «re ?

implemented on the basis of priority given by the district assembly,

Those district level projects which have been implemented so faje i

by the regional directorates and project coordinator's office ere

being transferred to the responsibility of the District Pancfcayat ,

for their implementation. A start has already been made |ro»Jphif | r

year, As this y ur being trans i n onel year, we do expect a aoupi' .

of problems and delays in carrying out the projects. But çnce, '- ||j|

the system is established and once every agency becomes clear «bout ,;-u:

their role, we can expect che present problem of delay and confusion ,;

would gradually vanish in coming years. •S||

One of the major objective of this Decentralisation programw •

is to encourage the mobilization of local resources for development,

sustained operation and maintenance of the completed projecte» •

Generation of local resources will be forthcoming as the locel people

will be involved from initial stage of planning of the project*

However, there are certain limitation in mobilising the local rjypourceet ^

X have been told by my staff that the local contribution did OOt come

on time and so the progress of the project has been hampered. It

does not mean that the local people are indifferent to the proji^t ||l;

and not willing to the contribution. But, to be honint enough, we

have not been able to tap the local resources when end where they

are *vaü*ble.. As we ell Umi» W^Y P S ^ á S R | ^ ^
agriculture activities, if we ask the locel people to contribute

their voluntary labour during the peak season of agriculture, it !•

but natural that they will Wtep themselves refrain from voluntary

labour, However, X can not ignore the constraint that we have in

starting the project on time due to dealt of support or release

of funds. It is my belief that if we mobilize the local people at \

the time when they are available, rather than at the time when we

are available, there would be a enthusiastic participation of the

people in implementation which our experiences have already exhibited.

• • ' :••, « M í E'.
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Moreover the concept of Uier'« Comittte in the project

implementation will also assist in mobilizing the local resource».

The User's Committee will function after the completion of the

project as a operation and maintenance committee of the project.

The operation and maintenance of the projecta i» alto a major concern

of this Ministry. Devices are to be worked out; to support the Uaer'i

Committee for operation and maintenance work. Moreover! the levy of

a certain fees from the beneficiaries by the User's Committee needs

to be encouraged and systematized.
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